BETTER IMAGES MEAN BETTER RESULTS

Lightweight, flexible coil design provides high quality bilateral images of the hip, foot/ankle, pelvis and large knee. Soft, thin foam design is comfortable for patient, economizes on valuable bore space and easy to position on patient.

KEY BENEFITS
- Lightweight, flexible design to accommodate patient comfort and multi-application imaging
- Coil design can support an array of bilateral imaging combinations
HIGH QUALITY IMAGING BASED ON OUR INNOVATIVE COIL ARCHITECTURE

Operational Features:
• Flexible wrap-around design to accommodate a variety of anatomies
• Close fit to the anatomy for high SNR and high-resolution imaging
• Provides extended coverage and bilateral imaging using various coil combinations
• A dual coil set-up can be used for bilateral imaging. Increased coverage can be obtained in combination with the Endo Coil with disposable probe and the SENSE Spine Coil 3.0T
• Soft, durable foam material covers elements for easy cleaning, and lies flat for convenient storage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENSE Speed-up Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applications:
The SENSE GP Flex L Coil is designed for proton imaging and is intended for imaging applications of the hip, foot/ankle, pelvis and large knee.

Product Dimensions & Weight
40cm L x 5cm H x 66cm W (16” L x 2” H x 26” W)
0.75 kg (1.7 lbs)

System Requirements
Achieva R3.2